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Abstract: Intention-aware systems integrate aspects of context-aware and attentionaware systems for the identiﬁcation and support of intention. Focusing intention is
justiﬁed by the impact of intention on awareness and interaction with the world. Therefore, proactive user support mechanisms can be improved by including a representation
of intention. In this paper, the externalization of intention in task models is discussed:
existing task models are reviewed and activity schemes are proposed as task model
for intention-aware systems. A framework for intention-aware systems is presented and
discussed in detail.
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1

Introduction

Contingent work execution processes complicate knowledge work support. Proactive user support - realized as recommender systems, adaptive user interfaces or
assistants - presents itself as powerful mechanism to support knowledge work.
One foundation for proactive user support is given by two complementary approaches: context-aware systems [Baldauf et al. 2007] and attention-aware systems [Roda and Thomas 2006]. The respective realizations mainly focus on the
detection of user status (attention-aware) or environment status (context-aware).
We see potential in utilizing the information of both system types, integrated
by a task model. The task model needs to explicate the individual and implicit
intentions and plans of users, to reason about attention and context information.
This integration enables work execution support reﬂecting situational intentions
and plans. We call such systems intention-aware.
In this paper we discuss intention-aware systems to connect context and attention data with user intention, using a task model. Initially, we conceptualize
intention-aware systems by providing a human-environment interaction model
(sec. 2). We focus on intention-aware systems in the domain of desktop computing and discuss the applicability of used task models to enable intentionawareness. We review diﬀerent task models, e.g. used in context-aware and
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attention-aware applications (sec. 3). The review focuses on the task models
already applied in such systems, the population of such models with instance information and the systems’ purpose. All systems work on the same information
base, the tracking of user-system interaction. We show a connection between the
richness of the task model with respect to the human-environment interaction
model. Finally, we propose activity schemes as task model for intention-aware
systems (sec. 4) and use it in a framework for intention-aware systems (sec. 5).

2

Towards Intention-Aware Systems

Intention is “a composite concept specifying what the agent has chosen and how
the agent is committed to that choice” [Cohen and Levesque 1990]. The statement highlights intention as something individual, only existing implicitly, as it
is highly connected with an individuals’ goal-directed perception of the environment. This environment is the locus of human-world interaction triggered by the
commitment that results from intention. The structure of intention as organizing
goals and their achievement by executing plans has been tackled by artiﬁcial intelligence research in a myriad of approaches [Cohen and Levesque 1990]. Still, it
remains a diﬃcult task to model, detect, and process the necessary information
about users and environment to actually detect intention.
Recently, user and environment information have been tackled by contextaware and attention-aware systems. Both share common ground in the detection and externalization of status information and both make use of instrumented environments. Nevertheless, they stress diﬀerent aspects. Contextaware systems focus on detection of situation-speciﬁc environmental features
[Baldauf et al. 2007], whereas attention aware systems focus on situation-speciﬁc
individual processes of perception and cognition [Roda and Thomas 2006].
An intention-aware system integrates these aspects. It identiﬁes user intention based on the situation-speciﬁc user attention and the status of the environment and supports the user based on plans associated with the intention. In the
following the inﬂuence of intention on individual context-awareness is examined,
using a systemic-constructivist model.
2.1

Human-Environment Interaction Model

To model human-environment interaction we extend the K-system model which
describes system-world interaction by means of a control circuit (see ﬁgure 1)
[Stachowiak 1973] . Considering the K-system as a human being, the human is
organized by perceptor, operator, and eﬀector interrelated with the environment
and cognitive processes tackling reasoned action. We extend the model in two
directions. On the one hand, we specify the motivator as the connection of intention, attention, and planning. This realizes the modeling of intention as choice
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Figure 1: Human-environment interaction model
with commitment in terms of planning theory [Cohen and Levesque 1990]. On
the other hand, the environment can be decomposed into three areas, following
the work on context by [Öztürk 1998]. The environment consists of: i) those
things which are directly related to human intention (intrinsic context), ii) those
which are not related to intention (extrinsic context) and iii) those things which
are not perceived.
The perceptor consumes and processes stimuli from the outside. Perception
is capable of ﬁltering and focusing stimuli. The motivator initiates actions which
are intended to interact with the surrounding world. The operator organizes
perceptor and eﬀector with respect to higher level cognitive processes. These
higher level cognitive processes are guided by individual intentions. Intentions
trigger the creation of plans to realize the intentions. Plans trigger the operator,
thus inﬂuencing perceptor and eﬀector. Thus, even if the human is capable of
perceiving context factors, they are still ﬁltered based on plans with respective
intentions.
Context-aware and attention-aware systems support this model by guiding
user attention. They can provide support by a)supporting the interaction with
the intrinsic context features b) showing deﬁcits of the individual selection of
intrinsic and extrinsic context features by proposing an extrinsic context feature
as intrinsic context feature or vice-versa c) proposing unperceived things to the
user to extent the intrinsic and extrinsic context. An important aspect is the
general focus of context-aware and attention aware systems on few static intentions for which context features or awareness features are exploited. Therefore,
they rely on implicit models of intention, e.g. based on the usage-scenario of an
application. Once one assumes that human intention can vary, e.g. by extending
the support scenario of context-aware or attention-aware systems beyond single
transactions used in situations with static intention, it is necessary to explicitly
model intention, too.
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Task Models and Task Model Purpose

Task models provide information about tasks, generally referred to as atomic
units of work [Godehardt et al. 2007]. By describing task objectives, task models provide a speciﬁc type of intention information. In some cases task models
additionally integrate information about task execution processes which is a
representation of plans to realize intentions. Thus, task models can be used to
externalize aspects of individual intention and planning. In the following we
review task models with respect to these attributes.
Task models have been applied for purposes like (1) model user system interaction, (2) structure people work, (3) propose actions and (4) propose artifacts
(see ﬁgure 2). Existing task models apply diﬀerent modeling methods. We have
reviewed systems using (A) hierarchies of subgoals and actions, (B) grammars
of actions, (C) sequences of actions and (D) collections of activities. Modeling
method (A), hierarchies of subgoals and actions is close to the task planning
described in psychological studies [Newell and Simon 1972]. Method (B) to (D)
simplify the task model, having the eﬀect of simpler generation of modeling instances with higher robustness to the weak structure in exchange to a less precise
model. A respective organization of task models is visible in ﬁgure 3. A classiﬁcation by modeling purpose shows a relation between the model purpose and
the applied modeling methodology.

Figure 2: Association of Task Models to Purpose
Speciﬁc focus of the review are task models for context-aware and attentionaware systems. They are discussed in the following overview in more detail.
Additionally, a separate overview of these systems and the applied task models
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is given in ﬁgure 3.
3.1

C1/C2 Manual model instance creation for high precision

The models which include a hierarchical task representation (A) are used for
task analysis (C1) and context-aware systems to recommend actions (C2). Hierarchical task models decompose a task into smaller units of work which again
can be decomposed until a preferred granularity is reached. The result is a soft
decomposition of execution complexity. These models have the highest complexity of the reviewed task models and have a solid psychological foundation
[Newell and Simon 1972]. In both cases task models of high complexity are created by experts. Whereas task analysis focuses on understanding and evaluating
task execution (e.g. when interacting with a system) (C1), the context-aware systems (C2) execute the models to propose actions to the user [Bailey et al. 2006,
Lesh and Etzioni 1995, Cheikes et al. 1998]. A comparable approach is the modeling of tasks based on grammars, in the sense that grammars can express hierarchical constructs. One example for grammar based task models is Activity
Streams [Maulsby 1997].
Task analysis and the included recommender systems require a priori knowledge of existing tasks and manual task modeling. Task analysis demands manual
modeling, as the model creation is a main aspect of the analysis process. In contrast task model creation for the proposal of user actions not necessarily demands
the manual creation for knowledge gain. In fact, manual model creation for such
systems is a tedious and error prone task. Nevertheless, automation of task model
creation for proposals is diﬃcult, due to the complexity of the models.
3.2 C3 Manual model instance creation for predefined workflows
and execution support
Workﬂow systems (C3) use a simple task model for a predeﬁned task execution
process [Eder and Liebhart 1995]. The model is generated manually. Still, diﬀerent approaches for the (semi-)automatic generation of model instances exist. The
model is used to coordinate and control workﬂow execution. A priori knowledge
of existing tasks is needed and the tasks are very strict execution sequences, not
reﬂecting variance of the execution process.
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Figure 3: Systems supporting users based in context and attention data in the
domain of desktop computing
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3.3 C4/C5 Automatic model instance creation for Activity
Collections
Recommender systems to identify tasks and support the task execution process,
apply mechanisms of supervised (C4) or unsupervised (C5) learning to detect
task instances. The feature vectors used as input for the applied algorithms rely
on the collection of action and artifact sequences.
Whereas the supervised approaches demand the initial detection of tasks and
respective training data sets, the unsupervised approaches identify tasks solely
based on actions with attributes like resources and time.
Examples for supervised machine learning are the Task Tracer system
[Shen et al. 2009, Shen et al. 2007], CAM (ContextualizedAttentionMetadata),
[Wolpers et al. 2007], Dyonipos [Granitzer et al. 2008], UICO [Rath et al. 2008],
APOSDLE [Lokaiczyk 2009] or the UMEA system [Kaptelinin 2003]. The approach is similar for all systems: the system tracks resources or activity sequences
used in a task context and uses this information to generate recommendations
in upcoming executions based on a previously trained model. A wide range of
algorithms for supervised machine learning have been used by these approaches,
e.g. [Rath et al. 2008] applies Naive Bayes, Linear Support Vector Machines w.
diﬀerent cost parameters, J48 decision trees and k-nearest neighbor to classify
bags of words of identiﬁed activities. [Lokaiczyk 2009] works with n-gram and
spreading activation on graphs of used resources and applies naive bayes, one rule
decision-tree, rule-learning and support vector machine on aggregated activity
information.
The previously described approaches share one diﬃcult assumption: tasks
are not known a-priori. The CAAD system [Rattenbury and Canny 2007] and
the SWISH [Oliver et al. 2006] system follow a diﬀerent approach: tasks are previously unknown. The systems track the user system interaction and apply techniques like parameter estimation and clustering to identify tasks.
All described approaches (supervised and unsupervised) create instances for
task models to support by resource recommendations on the ﬂy. They solve problems of task switch detection, task classiﬁcation and task support on resource
level. They fail to provide detailed execution plans, as the respective information
is only partially used to classify tasks.
3.4 Meeting requirements of Human-Environment Interaction
Model
Following the human-environment interaction model, it is important to integrate
an explicit representation of intention and plan within a task model, to ﬁt user
support to the intention guiding the interaction of human and environment.
Within the spectrum of described task models this is only given for task models
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that include the task execution process as action sequence. The context-aware
and attention-aware systems which were reviewed include the task execution
process as a collection of resources, not reﬂecting the actual purpose of a resource
within a task execution process.
A hierarchy, including a decomposition of a task into ﬁne grained activities
and decomposition of activities into operations is eligible. Still, it is important
that such a hierarchy can be maintained based on automatically extracted data,
to improve maintainability. In the following, a task model is proposed which
follows these ideas.
3.5

Task-centric User Support Based on Activity Data

In the following we describe work based on the extraction of activity data from
user system interactions, to generate and detect tasks. This includes the supervised and unsupervised task models mentioned in the previous section (C4/C5).
3.5.1

Supporting the User during Task Execution

Support during task execution uses sensors which generate events for user-system
interactions. Most systems realize one generic process depicted in ﬁgure 4.
3.5.1.1 Task Switch Detection: Task switch detection based on the event stream
(1)

Figure 4: Task Detection for user support
Task switch detection has been modeled as change point detection
[Shen et al. 2007] or likewise as sequence segmentation [Link et al. 2005]. Simple approaches using the markov assumption have been identiﬁed as prone
to errors, as more than one latent variable exists, motivating task switches
[Shen et al. 2006]. Algorithms, focusing on the tackled topic in a situation have
shown good performance [Shen et al. 2006]. An extension of the included text
and information of process steps in a task seem to be useful support areas.
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3.5.1.2 Task Classification: Identified events are classified with respect to a task
model (2)
Once the task switching problem is solved, the classiﬁcation is simple. Based
on the feature set for the extracted task a task model instance is selected.
3.5.1.3 Display Recommendations: Artifact or action recommendations are displayed to the user (3)
Existing approaches use recommender lists [Lokaiczyk 2009], net structures
[Lokaiczyk 2009] or task bar elements [Shen et al. 2009]. Unobtrusive methods
of recommendation are important, as a support and no supervision of the task
execution process is intended.

Figure 5: Task Model instance generation using supervised machine learning

3.5.2 Processing of User Activity Information for Task Identification
and Classification
Two major approaches can be identiﬁed: supervised and unsupervised machine
learning.
3.5.2.1 Supervised Machine Learning
The general process for supervised machine learning is depicted in ﬁgure 5:
Based on an annotated activity log features are generated and a model for a selected algorithm (e.g. Support Vector Machine) is trained. Supervised machine
learning is a well-observed ﬁeld. The performances of various feature sets and algorithms has been evaluated [Granitzer et al. 2008], [Rath 2010], [Lokaiczyk 2009].
A main problem of these approaches is the need to know all existing tasks a priori and the tedious generation of useful training data for the tasks.

3.5.2.2 Unsupervised Machine Learning
Unsupervised approaches identify task classes without a demand for manually
modeled training data. It is necessary to generate a convenient model of tasks
and identify algorithms which extract task model instances based on user activity
logs. The general process for unsupervised machine learning is depicted in ﬁgure
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Figure 6: Task Model instance generation using unsupervised machine learning,
no standard process exists. *) can be element of the process
6: activity logs (without annotations) are processed based on combinations of
segmentation, clustering and classiﬁcation algorithms to generate a task model.
Promising results were generated by using the window title information and
sequence data with temporal information [Rattenbury and Canny 2008],
[Oliver et al. 2006]. Generative probabilistic models used in the domain of information retrieval have proven useful, e.g. Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
[Hofmann 1999] and GaP [Canny 2004].
3.5.2.3 Promising direction: Use of Unsupervised Methods to Extract Tasks as
Processes and Resources
A promising direction for intention-aware systems is the utilization of unsupervised methods to generate instances of task models which include a hierarchical representation of task execution. In the following, activity schemes are
proposed for this purpose.

4

Task Model: Activity Schemes

To address the missing integration of plan representations and intentions in
task models for context-aware and intention-aware systems, we present activity
schemes. Activity schemes include probabilistic models of task execution plans,
thus an externalization of the cognitive planning of the individual in the humanworld interaction model. Activity schemes are based on observable facts: actual
task execution on the computer desktop. Before describing activity schemes in
detail, we describe knowledge actions as building blocks of task execution processes.
4.1

Knowledge Actions as Building Blocks of Tasks

In favor of identifying plans which make the execution process of a task transparent, we search for self-contained building blocks of tasks which reoccur in
all kinds of tasks executed in a desktop environment. Task analysis provides a
valuable toolbox to record domain speciﬁc tasks, realize solutions and validate
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them (c.f. [Diaper 2004]). Still, there is a lack of a generic classiﬁcation of tasks
and task elements. [Becks and Seeling 2001] who also identify this problem, describe some domain speciﬁc taxonomies which only apply for few domains, e.g.
[Gaﬀar et al. 2004].
Still, there is evidence that such building blocks exist for desktop work. Computers are machines of sign transformation and, if used for oﬃce work, mainly
realize interaction with information coded in signs and images. Though focusing on sign interaction in the learning process, the theory of media functions
by [Hampel and Keil-Slawik 2001] shows that interaction can be organized by
few operations. Primary media functions are: Create, Transfer, Arrange and
Connect. A study by [Hädrich 2008] has comparable outcome: work can be described by a set of knowledge actions (expressing: authoring/co-authoring, translating: training, acquisition/monitoring: update/ feedback, networking: expert
search/invitation).
It seems to be a useful approach to build upon the work of [Hädrich 2008]
and [Hampel and Keil-Slawik 2001] towards reusable task building blocks. One
can consider tasks as composed of ﬁner grained actions - knowledge actions
[Hädrich 2008], which reoccur in diﬀerent settings within the execution processes
of knowledge-intensive tasks. This means that a user will perform an information search or an authoring process in a similar manner, independently of the
speciﬁc task. Consequently, we can train a system to identify such knowledge
actions apart from the speciﬁc task. This simpliﬁes the use of machine learning approaches, as the trained information on knowledge actions can be used
independently from the task.
4.2

Activity Schemes as Layer Model

Activity schemes extend descriptive human task models by two additional levels
of information: a semantic level and a process level (see ﬁgure 7). In the following
we describe each of these levels.
Level 1. Task - Description The initial level captures generic information
about the task. This includes deﬁnition of the task objective, of the role and
the competency requirements of the executor. Dependent on the use of the task
model this information can be automatically generated based on user-system
interaction information or it can be modeled manually.
Level 2. Activity Scheme - Topic Assignment A task is composed of information access and information transformation processes using generic applications.
Information created and consumed during task execution is an important task
characteristic. We represent this information as collection of words and information objects which are utilized during execution. The similarity of tasks can be
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Figure 7: Task as Carrier for Activity Scheme
calculated using natural language processing approaches like vector space models
(representation of task similarity as vector similarity) or generative topic models
(presentation of task similarity as similarity of topic distributions).
Level 3. Activity Scheme - Knowledge Action Structure Execution plans are
modeled as connected knowledge actions. Thus, actual execution processes are
individual transitions between knowledge actions. Each knowledge action contains information about the applications used to perform it and the type of
resource the work is executed on.

5

A Framework for Intention-Aware Systems

The human-environment interaction model describes the connection of intention, plans and actions. We have focused on task models to externalize inten-
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tions with respective plans for intention-aware systems. We reviewed existing
context-aware and attention-aware systems and additionally task models in other
domains. A lack of complexity with respect to plans has been identiﬁed in existing task models for context-aware and attention-aware systems and activity
schemes have been proposed as task model to improve the plan and intention
representation within task models. In the following we present a framework
for an intention-aware system (see ﬁgure 8). The framework has three layers:
“Context-Awareness Pipeline”, “Intention Elicitation Pipeline” and “Situational
Support”. The framework includes activity schemes as task model which can be
automatically generated based on user activity data.

Figure 8: Framework for intention-aware systems
5.1

Context-Awareness Pipeline

The ﬁrst layer, “Context-Awareness Pipeline” is a pipeline of sensors to detect
observable facts about the interaction of a human with his environment, data
aggregation and management of storage and data delivery. The layer itself is a
context-aware application as proposed by [Baldauf et al. 2007, Hoh et al. 2006].
Aggregation of sensor data is used to generate knowledge actions with the speciﬁc
information about used resources and applications. The “Context-Awareness
Pipeline” provides input for two diﬀerent processes: task model generation and
user support during the working process. Task model generation means that after
longer periods of work (e.g. daily after work completion) all retrieved sensor
events are mined to create activity schemes as task model instances (dotted
line labeled with “Generate model” in ﬁgure 8). User support during the work
process refers to the classiﬁcation of user actions with respect to activity schemes
included in the system (layers two and three in ﬁgure 8).
5.2

Intention Elicitation Pipeline

The second layer, “Intention Elicitation Pipeline” processes the context and
awareness information from the base layer to identify the current user intention.
The output of the context-awareness pipeline is classiﬁed based on the activity
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schemes which were mined based on earlier task executions. The active knowledge action within the activity scheme is detected and the system generates
hypotheses about subsequent actions. This information is forwarded to the third
layer of the framework.
5.3

Situational Support

The third layer “Situational Support” utilizes the information about active activity scheme and hypothesis on user actions to create situation-speciﬁc support
for the user. The system can select useful support mechanisms for the identiﬁed
intention. The range of support mechanisms comprises dynamic user interfaces,
service provision or agents [Eck and Soh 2009].

6

Conclusion: Intention-aware systems and their benefit

In this paper, we have presented intention-aware system, to integrate aspects
of context-aware and attention-aware systems for the identiﬁcation and support
of intention. Based on a human-world environment model the importance of
intention and respective planning has been highlighted. The externalization of
intention and plans in task models has been discussed based on a literature
review. Activity schemes have been proposed as task model for intention-aware
systems speciﬁcally highlighting the process aspect of task execution. Based on
activity schemes a framework for intention-aware systems has been proposed
based on a framework for context-aware systems.
Our future work focuses the exemplary implementation of the described
framework for intention-aware systems. This includes the application of contextevent processing to aggregate sensor events to knowledge-actions and the mining
of task model instances in streams of aggregated events.
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